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WHAT’S BETTER THAN A $300 BILLION MARKET?

A $300 BILLION MARKET + A $300 BILLION MARKET

$300 BILLION  
GAMING 
MARKET

$300 BILLION  
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 

MARKET

EMPIRIC LEARNING
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…AND “GAMIFICATION” ISN’T THE SOLUTION…
GAME WASHING TRADITIONAL LEARNING WITH BADGES, 

LEADERBOARDS AND NUDGES HAS TAKEN THE FUN OUT OF IT 
“There are certainly benefits to gamification, but it may be no surprise that the push for it is actually backfiring in some 

cases, making people want to ignore these systems or quit the very things they’re encouraging us to do.”

 - Roger Fingas, tech industry writer

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT IS BROKEN…

Employees who don’t believe that 
training is helping them learn.


- Forbes Magazine

50%
Percentage of the global 
workforce that will need 


near-term reskilling.

- World Economic Forum

#3
Threat rank of 


“availability of key skills” on 
annual CEO growth survey


- PWC

62%

EMPIRIC LEARNING
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…BUT GAMES ARE ! AND SKILLS 
ARE ALREADY 

BEING 
DEVELOPED

Of players self-identify as gamers despite persistent, pejorative 
stereotypes surrounding the physical, social and mental well-being of 

those who game.

16 Hours

Playing games like League of Legends, 
Fortnite and Overcooked! are perfect for 

building such skills as communication, 
negotiation, initiative-taking, and 
leadership and managing others. 

Sarah Danzl, Degreed

Researchers at Missouri University of 
Science and Technology found that 

World of Warcraft players have skills and 
traits that successfully translate to 

working in virtual workplace teams

#1

#2

#3

Top Challenges of Talent Development 

Make it a priority

Create a culture of learning

Engagement

20%

87% / 90% / 79%
Gamers who say that games bring them 


Mental Stimulation, Joy and Inspiration respectively.

Voluntarily spent gaming per week.
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The false skills dichotomy of “work” and “play” 

Lion cubs pretend to hunt with their litter mates as practice for surviving. Durable 
skills must be re-contextualized to a new environment not relearned. Did you 
have to learn to write all over again when handed a pen? 

The “Karate Kid” problem 

There is a belief that learning is always a formal, structured process. This 
discounts the passive non-traditional learning that occurs everyday. Who hasn’t 
said “this is a teaching moment,” in a non-classroom environment.

SYSTEM 

Our current industrial age workforce system is primarily designed to operate 
on the unit of “employee” (bundle of skills). This causes inefficiency due to non-
core skills diluting overall value-add.  Think of the salesperson spending the 
day doing paperwork for a deal. Thankfully, this is beginning to change. 

WHY ARE WE MISSING OUT ON SO MUCH TALENT?

HOW DO WE FIX IT?

MINDSET

EMPIRIC LEARNING



A way to legitimize in-game skill development. 

A means of monetizing non-traditionally acquired 
skills in the workforce.

TRANSLATE PERFORMANCE BETWEEN 
ENVIRONMENTS

ALEX-42

HOW DO WE FIX IT?

A credible way to identifying and validate  non-
traditionally acquired skills acquisition. 

A means of calibrating non-traditionally acquired 
skills to workforce requirements.

The workplace needs: The gameforce needs:

A NEW SHARED PARADIGM
A readily understandable model for supporting 
enterprise performance in a skills-based, not 
employee-based, world.

A readily understandable model for succeeding in a 
skills-based, not career path,  world.

EMPIRIC LEARNING
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WORK IS A RPG

TSP 
TRANSFERABLE SKILLS PROTOCOL 

A STANDARDIZED STRUCTURE  
FOR BI-DIRECTIONAL MAPPING OF SKILLS  

BETWEEN GAME AND WORKFORCE ENVIRONMENTS. 

Based on a seed data set of over 300,000 records covering over 1000 occupations we have built… 

This foundational data structure allows us to build the future of workforce development,  
advance the science of learning and save the world.

Community of creators with 
composable standards and tools

Profiles and games anchored in 
ready-to-transfer skills

EMPIRIC LEARNING



AN INDUSTRY OF CREATORS - BUILT ON TSP 
ALEX-42
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GAME PROFESSIONALS 
+ 20K GAME DEVELOPMENT COMPANIES

CORPORATE LEARNING PROFESSIONALS 
+ 100K PRACTITIONERS
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Opportunity Map

TSP 
TRANSFERABLE SKILLS PROTOCOL

STANDARDS 
LEVELING :: MATCHING :: DATA :: CERTIFICATION

TOOLS 
DATA AND DEVELOPMENT

Generative 
Science

Evergreen Skill 
Assessment

Enhanced 
Learner Profiles

Personalized 
Learning Plans

Profile 
Augmentation & 

Integration

Cold Start 
Avoidance

New Advertisement 
and Data Revenue 

Streams

Online  learning tools and content development/
authoring systems are #1 on learning professionals’ 

shopping lists. 

Training Industry Magazine Survey

Skill anchored 
game 

environments

White labelled 
module libraries

Game mechanics 
optimized for skill 

development

Microwork 
“embeds” to 

existing games

"The great thing about game data is that it's 
naturalistic, there's a ton of it, and it's really well 

measured. It gives us the opportunity to measure 
patterns for a long period of time over a lot of people 

in a way that you can't really do in a lab.” 

Jeff Huang, computer science professor Brown University

Pay-to-play certified 
skill development 
game experiences

Solo or team 
contests to solve, 
innovate or create

Sponsored experiences 
to identify/qualify 

resources

Company specific 
game experiences

THE FUTURE 
STARTS HERE.

EMPIRIC LEARNING
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Username: PottamiFTW 
Level:       3  
Type:          Constructor

PRE-EXISTING GAME EXPERIENCE

GAMEFORCE CONNECT 
Portable Player Profile 

New Game Matching 

Skill Building Games

Player Archetypes 
Provide players with an occupation-free skills identity. 
Examples: 
‣ ARCHIVIST Reason+Wisdom 
‣ MINDBENDER Charisma+Agility 
‣ QUANT Agility+Reason 
‣ CONSTRUCTOR Reason+Charisma

Bias Reducing Persona 
While bias will always exist, use of intermediaries for 

skills and performance changes the dynamics.  
Allowing players to self-select character names and 
avatar designs removes many of the traditional bias 
elements [gender, race, age] placing the focus on 

performance. 

AWARENESS        11

AGILITY                09

CHARISMA.          14

REASON              15

WISDOM               12

VISION                10

 GAMEFORCE ABILITY SCORES

COMPLEX PROBLEM SOLVING

PERSUASION

OPERATION AND CONTROL

PRE-EXISTING WORK EXPERIENCE

 WORKFORCE SKILL MAP

WORKFORCE CONNECT 
Certified Skills CV 

Candidate Identification 

Job Matching

TSP

TSP

“LinkedIn for the gameforce”
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HOW DO WE GET STARTED?

Alex-42 is currently seeking: 

‣ Contributors with capabilities in data and gaming 

‣ Capital from experienced Web3 investors 

‣ Collaborators for proof-of-concept tests 

‣ Community members of both gaming and learning professionals  

EMPIRIC LEARNING
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[ JEY ]

J. Miguez (he/him) has spent the last 25 years designing Learning & 
Development organizations and the service offerings that support them.  
He led the Forum Corporation’s training organization assessment capability 
in the 90’s and has since continued to work with global 1000 companies in 
a variety of sectors to optimize their learning organizations. 

Jey is a veteran of technology startups having run strategy for a VC in 
Web1.0 and has served as an early stage advisor to investors, founders 
and large corporations for the last two decades. Jey was an organizer of 
StartItUpDE (a public-private partnership that launched the Delaware tech 
ecosystem), has taught entrepreneurship as part of the Social 
Entrepreneurship program at Tulane University and has acted as the 
Entrepreneur-in-Residence for The Idea Village, an accelerator for New 
Orleans-based startups. 

Through Empiric Learning and his work with early stage companies, Jey is 
committed to being a catalyst for innovation in the Learning domain and 
the future of work. J., his dog Charlie (she/her), and the consultancy are 
based in New Orleans.

EMPIRIC LEARNING
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WORK IS A RPG 
LET’S PLAY


